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COSMIC AWARINESS is the force that expressed Itsel./ through Edgar Cayce, Jesus of Nazareth, the Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed an d
other great avatars who served as 'CIwnaelc' for the leazaatly father and who speaks again today as the world begins to enter the New Age
of spiritual consciousness and awareness . Since 1963 Cosine Auureness has been communicating through certain carefully-trained channels .
The information contained herein was received front dccn, super-conscious trance states and 'interpreted' by an entity affiliated with C .A .C .
This information is for those who desire to help in bringing in the New Age and those who shall inherit the New Age . Throughout the many
thousands of 'Readings' given through these channels, ( .usnru: Aran•enrtac repeatedly tells us not to believe anything, but to question, explore ,
doubt, and discover for yourself, through your own channel, what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indicate and suggest . Members of
Cos-mu: Auttreness Cottntnimcattons are invited to send in questions (on anything of general interest) for possible publication in this Newsletter .

Ell ' s Note :

Although Awareness assures us the future is never fixed, the information being
received today indicates that some very hard times lie ahead for entities on thi s
plane, particularly in the economic area . In the spring of 1968, Awareness
gave much information on the storm that was gathering . Although it did no t
refer to the ` Beast ' as such in those days, It implied that a conspiracy of som e
kind was afoot and that entities should prepare for 30 months of hard times .
The timing was, of course, off . Economic manipulations and the war beginning

	

.*
in Vietnam fed the fuel of the economy and the economic hard times did no t
occur . Today the future still is not fixed, but many things you read in the
daily papers tend to indicate the inflating balloon has reached its capacity
and could blow at any time . Awareness indicates October, 29, 1979 as th e
date planned by the Beast to initiate the beginning of the long-planned mov e
to enslave humanity, this date marking the day the stock market will begin
its planned crash, followed by a depression and the beginning of the Nationa l
' Emergency Powers ' which will set aside the Constitutional rights of entitie s
and open the door to an alternative system wherein money will be withdraw n
from circulation and those who wish to buy and sell must ultimately accep t
a government identification card or number (laser-marked on the hand) . W e
are certain more information will be forthcoming from Awareness on how w e
all can best prepare for these intense times which are coming . In the meantim e
we are reprinting some information given by Awareness in 1968 which wil l
give you a good idea on how you should prepare your own foundations .

Keep in mind, however, that 'personal security ' is not the main motive . Eac h
entitity should prepare and store enough food items for at least 12 others, bu t
the main idea is to be able to remain calm and aware of what is going on an d
assist those many other entities around you who may be 'freaking out' .

(From a Project Reading given March 15, 1968 )

(David Worcester, Trance-Interpreter)
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that all entities in relation to this Awareness who have the facilities and capabilities for those substances
which must be available, to utilize their fields and their resources and their energies in preparing these actions, this particularly i n
areas of grain and storable products . This Awareness indicates that wherein possible, this be in areas which have not been subjecte d
to undue spraying of certain chemical substances . This Awareness indicates also in relation to the Agricultural Project may be tha t
group and those entities who prepare and stockpile those necessary substances for longer periods of time . That these may be in term s
of prepared foods and packages ; that wherein possible, this selection be among those substances containing not those preservative s
that have been indicates by this Awareness .

This Awareness indicates in relation to all entitiesin the field, those members at a distance, that they prepare and store those food s
necessary for their own sustenance for a period of two years and then some . This Awareness indicates that wherein there is the cap-
ability, that there also be stored enough for twelve other entities other than each of these individuals . This Awareness indicates in thi s
manner those who come, who have not had time to prepare, but come in faith and attention, may be sustained . This Awareness ind-
icates that this is an action of preparation and attention . That the future is not fixed, yet the forces in movement are of such intensity
and the coining together of these forces is discerned in present time, and this according to the prophecies as having been given by thi s
Awareness .
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This Awareness indicates that entities therefore look carefully at this moving line of suggestion which has been given which ha s
come to pass, and in this attention, observe that which is now stated, and in their own attention and action, take that action whic h

is necessary . This Awareness indicates that those entities who would utilize these forces and these informations for their own power ,

for their own use, as those who shall fall to the wayside . That only in a sustaining manner and attention for those actions of thi s

Awareness shall this come to pass . That those entities who give attention to tite various projects, to continue with these project s
wherein possible, but to focus great attention upon their own foundations, so that these foundations arc permeated with new substance .
That in circumstances wherein these foundations may be shaken by the cut-off of certain forces and powers and utilities and circum-
stances, that this be rearranged . That certain actions be taken so that sustenance, without dependence on these many aspects, ma y

continue . This Awareness indicates that those informations in relation to that which has been called a resort or retreat, have ha d

multiple purposes in the direction from Awareness . That in the meantime, there are certain clarifications that may come abou t

through the minds, emotions, and feelings . That this may be utilized in the circumstances of retreats and resorts . That also thes e

areas may become useful for many entities who cannot develop those foundations in other places that are susceptible to the tides an d

the fortunes of the collective action in society . That the collective action that may occur on a base which is not dependent upon th e

utility systems as that which is applicable and that which must be developed .

QUESTION :

What means should we use to supply heat and power when there ' s not dependency on public systems ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that wherein possible, the utilization of the future times be in areas wherein wood products or thos e

substances which may be gathered as applicable . That wherein storage facilities are available, that certain petroleum products be als o

available . This Awareness indicates that the future is not fixed . That these commodities, when retained, still have their values . Tha t

entities in relation to the reserves that they have within their structures, within their economics, convert these into that which is mos t

applicable through all time segments, this in terms of quantities of food products which shall still maintain values, this in terms o f

those currencies or monies which have value of themselves and not dependent on any form of that which is called politics . This
Awareness indicates that the utilization of that which is called antiques or products of a high value nature that may pass through tim e

levels and still be exchangeable ; that these then be dedicated . That with each of these. there be a ritual . That this ritual be given i n

terms of a blessing. That this blessing in a similar fashion to that as given by the Kahunas of old . That in this fashion these action s

may continue . This Awareness indicates that this particular action also takes place in relation to all operations by entities in relation

to this Awareness . That in this fashion certain sustenance through certain times may be continued for Ionger periods and allow a
continuing flow to occur when much else falls to the wayside . *

This Awareness indicates that quiet communication with other groups, that arc responsive to these aspects, be encouraged . Tha t
wherein there is any group that has retreats or has actions of this sort, that this information be conveyed ; that this be encouraged .
That this be done with careful and quiet deliberation . That this not he done in the fashion of heralding the Final Days, for this ha s
come and gone through many structures before . This Awareness does not intend to energize or create turmoil or move into conscious-
ness to create turmoil, but to indicate those forces which arc at work, those forces that have been indicated that would be at wor k
for some time, that have come into their fruition . That certain indicatations have been made by this Awareness which yet may com e

about . That in this action there be certain scrutinies, and those entities who are in attention shall take that action as required, an d

accordingly that new substance may enter into that field, and that which is called `matter ' may be sustained in these areas for th e

transition period . This Awareness indicates as matter alters and changes, that these substances over long periods of time also shall

dissipate, and entities shal move into new levels of action ; yet, in this interim period, there is that recognition from the upper level s
of the need for a period of transition wherein certain of these substances are utilized by those who may move, but only slowly . Thi s
Awareness indicates as long as there is movement, even though slowly, that that life force does have the shifting properties towar d

higher levels . That levels of Limbo are still quite full . That until these have been dissipated, that the energies from these levels d o

maintain certain actions on this plane . That the times of greatest problem for entities in transition, entities who can remain neutra l

and not identify with either the left or the right, as those times over the next two years and some. That this information is for tha t
transitory period . That should certain events occur that may well alter, that this situation shall not be needed . That this is that whic h

be energized by those relating to this Awareness . Yet that action as indicated as that which can be taken and still may allow those

who relate to suffer minimum loss in their relationships and in their foundations .

ED 'S Note :
The Kahuna Blessing mentioned in this reading was given personally to each entity who completed the Basic De velopment Classe s

by Awareness . It entailed certain motions and the vibrating of certain sounds, and is a form of magic used to extend substance in a
manner similar to the entity Jesus when manifesting the bread and fish needed to feed the multitude . Each entity ' s Kahuna Blessin g
was a little different from the others and the information on how to do this is not to be revealed at this time .

This reading was selected in order for entities to look at their own particular situation in view of what is occuring at present times o n
this plane . Each entity should take a close look at his situation and ask himself what he would like to he sure and have on hand i n

his home should he suddenly find himself without access to the supermarket. down the street . We hope to publish more suggestion s
on what to store up on, but a few of the more important items would be grains : wheat, corn, soybeans, dried beans, rice, flour an d
similar items which will keep well for long periods and which can form the basic diet if need be . Dried milk, dried fruits, nuts an d
certain canned items are also suggestions, as well as certain paper goods, soap, condiments and medicines . (Any tradeable items) .
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